Abstract. With JavaScript and images at their disposal, web authors can create content that is immediately understandable to a person, but is beyond the direct analysis capability of computer programs, including security tools. Conversely, information can be deceiving for humans even if unable to fool a program. In this paper, we explore the discrepancies between user perception and program perception, using content obfuscation and counterfeit "seal" images as two simple but representative case studies. In a dataset of 149,700 pages we found that benign pages rarely engage in these practices, while uncovering hundreds of malicious pages that would be missed by traditional malware detectors. We envision that this type of heuristics could be a valuable addition to existing detection systems. To show this, we have implemented a proofof-concept detector that, based solely on a similarity score computed on our metrics, can already achieve a high precision (95%) and a good recall (73%).
Introduction
Web pages available on the Internet are visited by two very different kinds of consumers: humans, surfing through their web browsers, and computer programs, such as search engines.
These consumers have dissimilar goals and constraints, which lead to significant differences in how they interpret and interact with web pages. For example, a large-scale web crawler, optimized for speed, may not run JavaScript, and thus will not capture dynamically-rendered content: To overcome this issue, search engines have established practices [13, 14, 28, 47] that web authors should follow to make content accessible to their non-JavaScript-aware crawlers. In short, (at least) two different views exist for each page, and search engines rely on web authors to "bridge" the two worlds and make sure a human and a crawler "see" an equivalent message.
Search engines, however, have a privileged role online: Successful web sites need their pages to be indexed, so that people can find them easily; therefore, web authors are highly encouraged to tailor content so that it is easily consumable by these programs. On the contrary, tools that look for cybercrime activity do not benefit from their role, as they have to face web authors that are always looking for new ways to evade detection. However, even benign web authors can present visual information to humans that is, intentionally or not, hard to digest for crawling tools, for instance by showing text through a combination of images and JavaScript code, a Turing-complete language. In the strictest sense, therefore, only programs with human-like comprehension abilities would be able to correctly "understand" even benign web pages. Whether or not this happens in practice, however, is a different question.
In this paper, we focus on how cybercriminals exploit the differences between humans and detection tools in executing, parsing, and interpreting a web page. We use two signals in our investigation. The first technique we detect is textual content obfuscation, with which web authors prevent non-JavaScript-aware analyzers from retrieving portions of the textual content of the page, and present a different message to humans. The second technique we detect is the presence of fake security seal images: cybercriminals place these seals on their websites in an attempt to deceive humans (i.e., by purporting their online rouge pharmacy is "certified" by a reputable authority), even if a program would never be fooled by this practice.
We study how these techniques are used in a dataset of 149,700 web pages, containing both benign and malicious pages. Interestingly, we found that benign pages also make use of content obfuscation for specific purposes, such as making the harvesting of e-mail addresses more difficult. However, with a few heuristics (and a clustering step to eliminate outliers) we can find malicious pages with 94% precision and 95% recall among the samples that triggered this signal. The fake seal heuristic, having almost no false positives, found 400 rogue pharmacy websites.
As a proof-of-concept of how these anti-deception heuristics could be a valuable addition to many security products, we built a "maliciousness detector" leveraging signatures extracted exclusively from pages detected by our two heuristics, using the hidden text as an additional hint. While obviously not a complete anti-fraud or anti-malware solution, our tool automatically pinpointed several scam campaigns that deceive humans without exploiting any technical vulnerability, and would therefore be out of the reach of many traditional malware detectors, unless they had specific signatures for them.
Given the importance of scam campaigns and how large exploitation campaigns were found to use content obfuscation, we estimate that our heuristics could be a valuable addition to many security products, as our proof-of-concept tool has a high precision (95%) and a good recall (around 73%) when used to find any malicious page in our dataset.
To summarize, our main contributions are:
-We introduce a novel approach to detect content obfuscation, and we study its legitimate and malicious uses in a large dataset.
-We introduce a novel approach in detecting counterfeited, or just plainly fake (with no certification authority issuing them), certification seals. -We show that this type of heuristics can be helpful to general security tools, by introducing a similarity measure and a matching system that expand their reach.
Related Work
To be effective, fraud pages need to deceive twice: like any malicious site, they need to convince automated analyzers that they are legitimate sites; moreover, they need to convince humans into falling for the "phish," a trait that is unique to this cybercrime branch. To identify these sites, researchers have devised detection systems that go after both of these deceptions. Honeyclient Evasion. Researchers have identified malware/phishing sites that perform server-side cloaking to prevent honeyclients from reaching the phishing content: only real users get to the phish, whereas honeyclients get delivered legitimate content. The cloaking may happen on the redirection chain leading to them [21] , or the server hosting them [42] . Other researchers have pinpointed suspicious URLs by detecting attempts to evade honeyclients analysis, typically through fingerprinting and obfuscation [18] .
Blacklist Evasion. Cybercriminals have also mitigated the efficacy of successful detections by churning through a large set of domains and URLs, with domain flux and URL fluxing [11, 26, 38, 25] . Researchers, in turn, noting that this behavior is generally associated with malicious sites, have used it as a detection feature [20, 31] . These fluxing infrastructures are also being detected mining their topology [17] , the redirection chains leading to them [24, 40, 21] , and the traffic distributors' system feeding them a stream of users to exploit [22] .
Studies on Human Scamming. Another direction of research concentrates on why humans get scammed. Sheng et al. have proposed a game [37] that teaches people about how not to get scammed. Later, demographic studies have shown that education is effective in reducing the efficacy of scams [36] , but it does not solve the problem alone. Wu et al. show that security toolbars do not help the users in their assessments [45] . In 2014, Neupane et al. [29] have taken these studies a step further, using fMRIs to analyze how the brain responds to phishing sites and browser countermeasures.
Browser Phishing Warnings. Traditional browser solutions to help users be aware of the phish, such as domain highlighting and phishing warnings, have shown to be not very effective [23, 29] . To better inform users, researchers have proposed in-browser protection systems. Spoofguard [5] verifies that user sensitive data is not passed to sites with similar sounding domain names and that contain similar images. AntiPhish [19] tracks sensitive information and informs the user whenever those are given to any untrusted website. DOMAntiPhish [33] alerts the user whenever she visits a phishing site with a layout similar to a trusted website. All these solutions help in preventing that the user is deceived in trusting a site similar to a known site she used in the past, but they do not prevent against other categories of scams, such as fake pharmacies and rogue antiviruses [7, 39] . In contrast, our system is able to track advanced, previously unseen phishing attacks.
Content Analysis. The idea of extracting text from images through OCR has been investigated in the context of e-mail spam [10] . These scams use "salting" tricks to confuse analyzers while still getting the right message to humans [4] . To counter this, researchers have proposed ways to track concept drift [8] , which spammers use to thwart frequency-based content analysis. Comprehensive studies on content analysis have been proposed both for spam [30] and phishing sites [46, 50] . Google is also performing phishing detection through content analysis [44] , and researchers have used the search engine's index to identify scams campaigns with similar content [16] . In contrast, our system aims to identify the advanced phishing attacks that evade these content-based solutions, obfuscating their content to be resilient to static analyzers.
Visual Analysis. Phishing pages have been identified through image shingling [1] , which involves fragmenting screenshots of the phishing sites into small images, and clustering the sites according to the fraction of identical images. This solution is attractive because it is resilient to small changes in the phishing site, as long as the overall template is not altered. Previous solutions involve clustering according to colors, fonts, and layout [27] to identify phishing sites visually similar to trusted sites. Hara et al. [15] show that, given a large enough dataset of phishing sites, it is possible to automatically infer the site they are mimicking. These solutions are effective as long as the phishing attack is trying to mimic the aspect of a trusted website, but they do not cover other scam categories, such as fake pharmacies, dubious online retailers, or rogue antiviruses. In contrast, our approach uses visual analysis to identify a dead giveaway of a scam: a fake security seal. Scammers use these seals to claim to be a legitimate business, even though the company generating these security seals has not assessed the scammers' business (and often does not even exist). Focusing on these seals, we can identify scamming sites that do not try to mimic a legitimate site, but are still effective in deceiving the user.
Dataset
Throughout the paper, we will refer to a dataset comprising the home pages of the 81,000 most popular websites according to the Alexa popularity ranking, as a baseline of benign pages. We obtained the remaining 68,000 pages from the Wepawet online analyzer [43, 6] .
Wepawet receives submissions from a variety of sources, including a large volume of URLs from automated feeds, both benign and malicious. As such, it represents a reasonable sample of pages that a security tool would be called to examine in practice. Notice that we used Wepawet merely as a feed of active URLs, without considering the results of its analysis.
In particular, we obtained two feeds: The first was an archive of 18,700 pages pre-filtered (via a simple keyword search in the URL) to contain a large number of fake antivirus (fake AV, [39, 32] ) pages, so that we could test our heuristics against this type of scam, regardless of Wepawet's ability to detect it. The second feed consisted of 50,000 submitted URLs, received in real-time so we could immediately perform our analysis on them. This last subset will be the basis of our final evaluation, and, as expected for a random selection, it contains a number of common scams, exploit kits, and a majority (around 94%) of benign samples. We obtained truth data for this feed through a manual review: Table 1 details our findings. For obvious time reasons, we could not examine all 50,000 pages: we opted instead for a random sample of 3,000 from which we extrapolate the totals on the entire set within a reasonable margin (Wilson confidence intervals, 85% confidence). Whenever we present these numbers, we will express them as x ± m, indicating the interval (x − m, x + m).
We encountered several samples with suspicious characteristics, but for which a clear benign-malicious verdict would have required a full investigation of the service provided (i.e., a "proxy service," found at several URLs under different names, and without any stated policy or identification). We marked these samples as "questionable" and have excluded them from benign and malicious sample counts.
Content Obfuscation
As mentioned in the introduction, many automated systems parse web pages: Examples include organizations performing large-scale crawling of the Internet or online analyzers that must evaluate the benign or malicious nature of a page within a certain time limit. These systems should view and "interpret" pages exactly like a human would, but in practice they may have to compromise accuracy in order to save bandwidth (e.g., by not downloading images) or processing time (e.g., by ignoring JavaScript, not building the actual layout of the page, not applying style sheets, etc.).
In general, content can be considered obfuscated if it would be easily seen and interpreted by the average computer user, but would be hard to interpret without simulating a full browser and the interaction of a human with it.
To refine this definition, we need to consider how automated crawlers parse pages. Details can vary a lot, but we can pick a meaningful upper bound on automated extraction capabilities and use it to differentiate the two views of a page. In particular, we conjecture that JavaScript will be a problematic feature for programs to consider, and one that many will sacrifice.
Our intuition is motivated by the consideration that analyzing a static page can be assumed to take a time that is roughly a function of its size, while executing arbitrary code introduces an unpredictable delay in the analysis. Moreover, since JavaScript code can interact with other elements on the page, the entire content must be kept in memory during the analysis (as opposed to discarding content that has already been consumed).
It is impossible to directly gauge how many web analyzers and crawlers avoid JavaScript, although, as mentioned, many search engines do provide guidelines for webmasters that are consistent with the necessity to expose content to spiders that ignore JavaScript [14, 28, 47] and images [12, 28, 48] , and many published detection systems use static signature matching (e.g., [30, 35, 42] ). The choice of this boundary between the "human-browser" world and the "automated-parser" world has also been indirectly confirmed by our findings presented in Section 4.3: Many pages (both benign and malicious) use JavaScript code to hide information they do not want exposed to automated parsers.
Heuristic
Several encapsulation and encoding schemes are used to transfer text on the web. A banking web site might, for example, provide content encoded in UTF-8, compressed by the server with gzip and transferred over a TLS connection. From the point of view of the client, however, these schemes are completely transparent: once the encoding layers are removed, a well-defined payload is reached for every data transfer.
A key observation is that text will almost always appear as-is in the payload. In the simplest case an HTML page will be retrieved from the network, its content will be parsed in a tree, a layout will be constructed, and the resulting page will be presented to the user. The browser will simply copy the content of text nodes from the original payload, HTML entities being the only exception to this rule.
Web pages can also use scripts to dynamically add content to the page tree. This content may have already been present in the original payload (as a JavaScript string literal, for example), or it may come from additional network requests. This text does not have to be sent as-is: the script that loads the text is free to mangle and re-code it as it sees fit. There is, however, little reason to do so, and it seems safe to assume that legitimate websites will never engage in such practices: In fact, by comparing the dynamically constructed page with the observed payloads, we have been able to confirm that textual data is transferred as-is in the vast majority of cases.
There are a few fundamental reasons for this. For purely textual content (at the sizes typically seen in web payloads), the built-in gzip compression is better, needs no extra code transfers, and is far easier to use than custom code; in fact, none of the JavaScript code compression tools in popular use significantly alter string literals. Popular data transfer formats such as JSON and XML are also text-based. There is also a historical preference for human-readable data on the web (the HTTP protocol itself is an example), both to help debugging and to ease interoperability.
While we have observed some overly-cautious escaping of content, most cases where text was not transferred as-is were due to deliberate obfuscation attempts.
One can certainly devise obfuscation systems that necessarily require human interaction and would hide text from this and any other automated detection attempt: For example, the sensitive content can be encrypted and the password presented in an image that cannot be easily parsed automatically (using, for example, the same obfuscation techniques used for CAPTCHA test images). However, this involves asking victims to perform a task that is difficult to automate. Therefore, these techniques necessarily create significant inconvenience for the intended targets, who may not have a particularly strong motivation to interact with an almost-empty page (content shown before the verification is also available to automated analyzers) if it requires effort on their part. These kinds of expedients would also strongly differentiate the page from regular benign sites, even in the eye of an untrained user, so they are unlikely to be used in fraudulent pages and were not observed in our dataset.
Implementation
Based on the discussion above, we detect content obfuscation by first building an extractor that page authors expect to face (e.g., a static text parser) and a more powerful one (e.g., a full browser), and then observing the differences in the extracted contents.
Our detector is based on the popular Firefox web browser, modified in order to observe and record all network requests and the context in which they were made. We also store the DOM tree of the page (including frames) and take a screenshot of the website as it would be seen by a human user. Finally, the browser has been modified to automatically confirm all file save request and dismiss all JavaScript popups. While using a real web browser may be slower and less safe than using an ad-hoc solution, it also makes the simulation much more realistic and helps us avoid being fingerprinted by an attacker. The browser visits the page in a temporary VM, and is fully automated.
The system uses two viewpoints to check for text on the web page. First, the text present in the DOM tree is normalized by replacing HTML entities and URL-encoded characters, removing non-alphabetic characters, and transforming all text to lowercase. Then, the text that is present in network payloads is parsed and decoded using information recorded from the browser (for example, unzipped), and then normalized in the same way.
For every word in the body of the page (text of the DOM tree), an origin is sought in the network payloads. In particular, the presence of a word is considered "justified" if it satisfies one of the following conditions:
1. It appears as-is in the body of one of the responses from the server, including AJAX requests, requests made from iframes, etc. This rule matches most regular text. 2. It appears in one of the URLs (e.g., as part of the domain name, in the query string, etc). This rule takes care of pages that display information that is passed to them via the URL and access it via the location object. 3. It appears in one of the HTTP headers, which are readable by JavaScript for AJAX requests. 4. It can be obtained from the previously-mentioned sources:
(a) as the concatenation of two words, (b) as the truncation of another word. 5. It is found in a whitelist of words that can be obtained directly from the JavaScript language interpreter, including type names like none or HTMLParagraphElement, date components (e.g., month names), strings from the navigator object, etc.
These rules attempt to construct a set of benign clear-text sources that would be easily exposed to a static signature matcher, anticipate most real-world string operations (that any signature matching algorithm can and probably should take into account), and consider all page components that would possibly be exposed. Words for which an origin could not be pinpointed are considered obfuscated. For simplicity, our heuristic operates on single words only, and leaves the extension to sequences to the signature generator (Section 6.1). Purely imagebased obfuscation approaches would also escape our textual detector and would require image-processing techniques for detection: similarly, we left this extension to our proof-of-concept signature matcher (Section 6.2).
The previously-described extraction rules are also applied to the domain names of URLs present in HTML attributes. This allows us to catch cases of pages that try to hide from programs the URL to which they will redirect a human viewer. Notice that text from a DOM tree is analyzed considering only network payloads that have been seen before it was retrieved, so the presence of links in a page cannot be justified with future HTTP headers.
In principle, our algorithm would also work for scripts and style sheets, but such analysis is out of scope for this paper: ordinary human users do not "parse" them, nor are they aware of their existence. Table 2 presents the samples for which we found obfuscated content (the benign, malicious, or questionable nature was established by manual review).
Evaluation of the Detection of Obfuscated Content
While obviously not perfect, our heuristic presented very few false positives in the detection of obfuscated content (that is, content incorrectly marked as obfuscated, regardless of the benign or malicious nature of the page) in our dataset. These were often caused by incorrect parsing of the network payload, as in some cases it is difficult to replicate the exact parsing the browser will perform: unclear specifications, buggy servers, and sloppy page coding practices require browsers to rely on several heuristics, and previous research has shown that different clients can even give different interpretations to the same data [2] ; it should be noted, however, that the desire to increase the number of victims can be a mitigation factor for this issue, especially for frauds: their authors have an interest in having them functional on all major browsers. Manual review of the 3,000 randomly selected samples from the 50,000 submissions received in real-time (Section 3), utilizing the screenshots and assisted by Optical Character Recognition software, did not uncover any false negative (obfuscated content not marked as such).
Observed Uses of Obfuscation
Even a simple unescape is enough to hide content from a straightforward HTML parser, and many examples in our dataset did not go much further than that. Code from exploit kits and fake antivirus scams, on the other hand, went to great lengths to obfuscate both the content and the generating script.
Beside fraudulent content, the following categories of text were commonly observed in obfuscated form:
-E-mail addresses: A precaution against address-harvesting spam bots. To avoid these false positives, our heuristic ignores all mailto: links and strings that look like e-mail addresses. -Domain names: A pharmacy scam campaign and several exploit kits presented landing pages with redirection code. The target URL was obfuscated, presumably to slow down blacklist-building crawlers and human analysts. -Links: Some benign websites obfuscated hyperlinks to other pages or websites, including seemingly innocuous links such as those to contact information and the terms of service. This is probably done to make sure that search engines do not focus on pages that are perceived as not significant by the webmaster; this particular technique may be an answer to Google's de-emphasizing of the nofollow attribute [9] .
Our detector does not mark pages as questionably obfuscated if e-mail and links are the sole hidden content types, as these kinds of obfuscation are also used in benign sites.
Obfuscated target URLs, on the other hand, are definitely a strong signal of malicious content. However, the specific URLs are highly variable, easily changed, and not necessarily exposed to the user (who will likely only view and act on the first URL in the redirect chain), so they have also been ignored for the purposes of our proof-of-concept detector.
From Obfuscation Detection to Maliciousness Detection
As mentioned, our simple heuristic is, in itself, an indication that a page may contain suspicious content, but is not entirely reliable as a maliciousness detector in itself.
It does, however, find content that the page author wanted to hide: a good starting point for a more punctual detection of maliciousness. In our study, we chose to exploit the fact that cybercriminals typically run campaigns (they typically prepare many variations that implement a certain scheme) or implement general fraud schemes (such as fake pharmacies or fake antiviruses), whereas benign usages are much more likely to appear as outliers.
To this end, we leveraged obfuscated words as features for each page. Several methods exist to eliminate outliers: we opted for density-based clustering (DB-SCAN), as it performs well and can be fully automated for this purpose as long as known-benign obfuscated samples are available. 2 Specifically, we rely on the presence of a few samples originated from the Alexa set for our purposes: Intuitively we want the clustering to consider them as "noise," so (for the purpose of this step) we classify them as "benign" and everything else as "malicious". With this assignment, we have a rough estimate of how good each possible clustering is (using, for instance, the F1 score) at discriminating between benign and malicious samples. At this point, a simple grid search can find the values for the two DBSCAN parameters (the point neighborhood size ε and the minimum cluster size) that maximize this estimated score. On Table 2 's data, 0.82 and 3 were found by the grid search; the corresponding clustering is shown in Table 3 . This step is not strictly necessary, as far as finding interesting and suspicious pages: Without further refinement, the heuristic already pointed to 199 truly malicious pages (and 56 benign ones), many of which were not originally found by Wepawet's analysis, especially among the scam campaigns that did not leverage any browser vulnerability. 3 However, we found this step very useful both for our manual analysis and for a more punctual malicious content detection. Its results are presented in Table 3 , which also serves as a recap of the nature of the pages found by the heuristic of this section. Confirming the validity of our intuition that most benign pages would appear as outliers, this clustering step was able to achieve a precision of 93.56% and a recall 94.97% in finding malicious pages among the samples that presented obfuscation.
The false positives are multiple benign sites that were obfuscating a few similar words, usually for search engine optimization purposes. All fake antivirus campaigns present in the dataset were identified correctly. As mentioned, pages from two well-known exploit kits were also identified.
As expected, campaigns tend to emerge as distinct clusters. Incidentally, we have observed a certain number of minor variations, updates, or bugs within the same campaign or usage of exploit kits: this tends to surface as a splitting of a campaign in a few distinct clusters.
Counterfeit Certification Seals
Our second heuristic explores an attempt to confuse human consumers without attempting to deceive automated analyzers.
In particular, we observed that in many cases scammers try to make their pages appear more legitimate by including certification seals: small images meant to convey that the site has passed a review by a trusted third party. These seals are also often displayed by legitimate online sellers to reassure users about the safety of their data. Reputable companies releasing these certifications include Symantec, GeoTrust, McAfee and other well-known certification authorities and vendors of security software.
No standard mandates the exact meaning of the certification. Some issuers just claim to periodically check the website for malware, others are meant to fully verify that the site is owned by a reputable business entity. In all cases, seals are included to make visitors more comfortable (and presumably more likely to spend time or money on the site). As such, their counterfeiting is attractive for fraudsters, even if no computer program would "understand" them or consider them in any way.
Use by Fraudsters
Unfortunately, there are also no standards on how certification seals should be included in a page and how an end user can verify their legitimacy. Unlike HTTPS certificates, browsers cannot check them on the user's behalf, as the seal is usually just another image on the page.
Issuers can mandate certain technical measures in their usage policies, such as the requirement to include a script served from an authority's server [41] . Typically, correctly included seals should react to clicks by opening a verification page hosted by the issuer.
Nothing, however, prevents a malicious seller from simply copying the seal image from a legitimate site and displaying it on a fraudulent page. Should someone click on the seal to verify it, the scammer can simply present a locallyhosted fake certification. Unless the end user specifically checks the certification page origin (and knows the correct domain name of the authority that issues the seal in question), the page will look legitimate.
Given the ease of including a copied image and the low risk of detection by untrained users, fraud perpetrators often display copious amounts of certification seals on their pages, especially on online shops such as rogue pharmacies. Figure 1 shows a few examples.
Seal images can be completely made-up and refer to no established third-party, present alterations of logos of real certification authorities [3] or, as we most commonly observed, present copies of actual logos and faked certification pages.
Heuristic
For our study, we augmented the system described in Section 4.2 with a component that calculates a perceptual hash [49] (for resilience against small alterations) of all images with a size comparable to the ones typically used for certification seals, compares them with the known ones, and checks if they are legitimate or not.
There are few legitimate seal providers: a manual review of their terms of services and inclusion practices would allow constructing a fully reliable detector, if desired. As expected for a deception technique exclusively directed toward humans, we did not observe any attempt to hide its use from even a simple analyzer. Therefore, we opted again for a fully-automated approach in our survey: we performed optical character recognition on the 100 most common images (as aggregated by the perceptual hashing function) and looked for keywords expressing trust and protection such as "secured," "approved," "trust," and "license" to find seals, and check legitimacy simply by verifying if they link off-site or not: an imperfect approach that however highlights how easy it can be for a program to detect purely human-directed deception attempts.
While not uncovering all frauds in our dataset (not all of them use these fake seals, nor does our heuristic cover all of these images), this simple heuristic correctly flagged about 400 samples, with no false positives. All these samples originated from rogue pharmacy campaigns and, as we will show in the next section, proved to be a valuable starting point for a detector of this entire category of scams.
Proof-of-concept General Detector
As we have seen, the difference between a human view and an algorithmic view can indeed be useful in pointing out malicious pages, even with two simple heuristics such as ours. Of particular note is its tendency to find "pure" scam campaigns that do not involve software exploits, yet succeed due to deception.
In this section we will show if these heuristics could be useful to a complete maliciousness detection suite, in particular by seeing if the pages they uncover could enable finding more. To this end, we implemented a proof-of-concept detector that uses them as its only starting point, and we will show how it can already reach significant detection rates. It is fairly standard in its construction (signature generation and matching), but we will also use it to exemplify a similarity measure that gives a different "weight" to certain words (the ones that were obfuscated, in our case) and is resilient to the inclusion of extraneous text, as we have observed this happens with a certain frequency in scam pages when they are part of a larger page (posts in hijacked forums are an example). Incidentally, this approach would also defend against fraudsters including large amounts of irrelevant text specifically to thwart automated analysis, even if it was presented in such a way that humans would not pay attention to it (i.e., in a semi-invisible color, at the end of a long page, out of view, . . . ).
Signature Generation
The clusters in Table 3 , with the addition of the pages detected due to seal counterfeiting, serve as the basis to generate signatures. In particular, our system tries to identify contiguous regions of text that are "typical" of a cluster, to maximize the impact of common textual elements (presumably core to the nature of those pages), while de-emphasizing regions that are variable among the different samples: A score is assigned to each word present in pages belonging to the cluster. The score is initially the number of occurrences of the word in the samples, doubled if the word was obfuscated; scores are then normalized to have zero-average (to further reduce noise, we also exclude the 100 most common English words). All the maximal-scoring contiguous regions of text are then found (this operation has linear-time complexity [34] ) and identical regions are aggregated to form the "signature" regions for that cluster.
As an example, for the cluster of a simple fake-AV campaign that included a few variations, the following regions were chosen: center initializing virus protection system, initializing virus protection system, initializing treat protection system., whereas for a pharmacy scam regions included both the entire common content of the typical sales page, and smaller text snippets that were present in many, but not all pages (mainly, the type of drugs sold in specific subpages).
Signature Matching
When presented with a sample, our proof-of-concept detector will perform a fuzzy matching with the signature regions, to find other similar but unknown campaigns.
Simple textual similarity measures (i.e., the Jaccard coefficient) weight the amount of common elements versus the amount of uncommon ones. As mentioned, we will propose here a slightly different approach that is more resilient to the inclusion of unrelated random words in the page, as we consider this a good property when faced with content that exclusively tries to deceive humans: in those cases, a small amount of information could very well be sufficient.
In particular, when evaluating a page:
1. A candidate match m i is found for each of the n signature regions s i (longest matching subsequence in the page text). Notice that with this method only one zone of the page influences the final result: the one that is most similar to one of the clusters. Therefore, as opposed to inserting disturbances anywhere, an author that wished to avoid detection would have to modify several words right in the middle of their most relevant content, likely changing the message perceived by a potential victim.
At this point we can mark a page as benign or malicious based, using a threshold on d. To make sure the threshold is neither too low nor too high, we used a separate training phase to select a good value.
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To exemplify extra robustness precautions that would be included in a complete detector, we added two image-based matching systems based on a page screenshot. One recovered text through Optical Character Recognition (which can then be used as normal HTML text), the other directly compared the page screenshot with those of the pages found by the two heuristics.
Evaluation
We evaluate the overall performance of our proof-of-concept system on the (otherwise unlabeled) 50,000 samples obtained from real-time submissions. As mentioned in Section3, this set includes a variety of scam sites, traditional drive-by download exploit pages, and benign pages. Table 4 provides a numerical overview of its performance. Overall, the system flagged 1,833 pages as malicious. Based on manual analysis of these instances, we confirmed 1,746 cases as true positives (first line): a significant increase from the 95 detected by the content obfuscation heuristic (Table 2 ) and the 400 detected by the seal-counterfeiting one; the remaining 87 flagged pages were incorrect detections of benign pages (second line). As anticipated in Section 3, negatives are expressed as confidence intervals (lines three and four, and dependent scoring values in the remaining lines). True positives included pharmacy scams from several different campaigns or sellers and many fake-AV variants, underlining how the findings from these heuristics generalize well and improve detection (most scam campaigns, for instance, were not originally marked as suspicious or malicious by Wepawet). Examples of false negatives are posts on hijacked forums that contained relatively little malicious content, or scams that significantly differed from the samples found by our two simple heuristics. For cases where the samples were related (although quite different and possibly originating from different criminal operations), our system showed excellent detection.
While not enough to create a complete security system, these results confirm our intuition that detection of this "view difference" (even in the two simple heuristic forms we presented) can be a useful addition to many analyzers. As an example, referring to Table 1 , a honeyclient or exploit-based detector is unlikely to catch the (otherwise very common) scam campaigns without a method such as ours.
Finally, we note that even just removing content obfuscation and counterfeit certifications from the fraudsters' tool arsenal could be a desirable result in itself. In fact, a general property of heuristic like ours is that they present attackers with a problematic choice: from their point of view, if they choose to exploit the difference between the two "worlds" of programs and humans they risk giving away the nature of their operation (and possibly uncover other similar scams). Presenting the same information to humans and programs, on the other hand, will make it easy for security researchers to construct reliable signatures for the malicious campaign and quickly reduce its impact.
Conclusions
In this paper we pointed out how the discrepancy between the understanding of a human and a program can present both a danger (as a way for cybercriminals to escape analysis) and a maliciousness-detection opportunity at the same time. We presented two heuristics that detect cases that exemplify this situation: one directed toward textual content and one involving images, respectively countering the deception of static analyzers and of human beings.
Envisioning that these detection methods can complement existing detection tools, we have implemented a proof-of-concept detector based exclusively on these methods to discover online malicious pages. This tool alone was able to achieve a 95% precision and a 73% recall in our dataset, and was able to discover a high number of human-directed fraud pages that would otherwise be outside the detection capabilities of most traditional malware analyzers.
